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It is shown that the scattering amplitude for the scattering of a particle on the bound state of
two other particles can be expressed in terms of the parameters of the two-particle problem
and the energy of the bound state of the three particles.

SKORNYAKOV and Ter-Martirosyani have derived equations for the determination of the wave
function of a system of three identical particles in
the limiting case of zero-range forces. These
equations allow one to express the scattering amplitude for the scattering of a neutron on a deuteron
with the total spin S = % for the system in terms
of the parameters of the two-particle problem.
Analogous calculations for the case S =
however, have not been successful. 2
For the total spin S = Y2 the wave function of
the system does not vanish when the distances between all particles become zero, as in the case
when S =
It will be shown in the present paper
that the above-mentioned equations have a nonunique solution in this case.* We shall also see
that the wave functions for different energies are
proportional to one another in the region where
the three particles are sufficiently close to each
other. We must therefore choose that solution of
the equations of Skornyakov and Ter-Martirosyan
which guarantees that the wave functions for different energies are proportional to each other in
the above-mentioned region. This requirement
allows us to choose a unique solution for an arbitrary energy if the wave function for a single
value of the energy is known. For this wave function one can, for example, take the wave function
of tritium. The determination of this wave function r:equires the knowledge of the binding energy
of tritium. To solve the three-body problem with
short-range forces, we thus require one more
parameter in addition to the parameters of the
two-body problem, as for example, the binding
energy of tritium.
The idea that the non-uniqueness of the solution
of the equations of Skornyakov and Ter-Martirosyan
can be removed by introducing an experimental parameter is due to V. N. Gribov.

%,

%.

*This question was raised by Skornyakov. 2 He demonstrated
the non-uniqueness of the solution of equations of similar type
with the help of various examples.

In Sec. 1 of the present paper we explain why the
equation of Skornyakov and Ter-Martirosyan for
three identical spinless particles has no unique
solution. We also determine the behavior of the
wave function in the region where the distances
between all particles are close to zero. The
rigorous proof of the non-uniqueness of the solution of the equation of Skornyakov and TerMartirosyan is given in the Appendix. In Sec. 2
we prove that the wave functions for different
energies are proportional to one another in the
region where the distances between all particles
are close to zero. In Sec. 3 we derive for the
wave function of three identical spinless particles
an equation with a unique solution. In this form
the equation of Skornyakov and Ter-Martirosyan
can be solved numerically. In Sec. 4 we consider
the same problem, but take into account the spin
and the isotopic spin of the particles.
1. NON-UNIQUENESS OF THE SOLUTION OF
THE EQUATION FOR A SYSTEM OF THREE
IDENTICAL SPINLESS PARTICLES AND THE
ASYMPTOTIC FORM OF THE WAVE FUNCTION
It was shown in reference 1 that it is sufficient
for the solution of the scattering problem to know
the wave function in the region p 23 :s r 0, Pi» ro,
where p 23 and Pi are the Jacobi coordinates and
r 0 is the range of the forces. In this region the
wave function 'liE (p 23 , Pi) can be written in the
form of a product of the deuteron wave function
CfJo (p 23 ) and some function UE(Pi). In the problem of the scattering of a particle with relative
momentum k 0 on a bound state of two other particles, the Fourier component XE (k) of the function UE(Pi) is equal to
xE (k)

=

(2n:) 36 (k -

a (k, ko)

=

ko)

+ 4na (k,

ko)/(k2 - k~- io);

~(2/ +I) a1 (k, ko) P 1 (cos 0).

(1)

I

The square of the momentum k~, the energy of the
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system E, and the binding energy of the deuteron
a 2 are connected through the relation (we assume
n = M = 1, where M is the mass of the nucleon)
(2)

The functions az ( k, k 0 ) satisfy the equations (b)
of the Appendix of r0ference 1.
We shall be interested in the equation for
a 0 ( k, k 0 ) , since it is this equation which has a
non-unique solution. The index 0 of the function
a 0 will be omitted in the following.
The equation for a ( k, k 0 ) has the following
form:

00
__L
I

0()\ a (k'' ko) k'Z L (k
J k'2- k20 - il'J E '
0

k') dk'

(3)

'

where

[Yk:0 (k)=-ii'Yk:0 (k)l if <%)k2 -E<O;forthe
choice of the branch of the logarithm, see reference 1 ]. We note that in the problem of the bound
state of the three particles
XE, (k) = 4M£, (k)/(k2 -

k~),

(4)

where kij is given by formula (2) and Eo is the energy of the bound state. The function aE 0 (k) satisfies Eq. (3) without the free term.
As will be shown in the Appendix, the homogeneous equation corresponding to Eq. (3) has a solution for arbitrary values of E. The solution to
this equation is well-defined except for a normalization factor. Therefore, the solution of the inhomogeneous equation (3) (if it exists) contains
an arbitrary constant. The existence of a solution
to Eq. (3) will also be shown in the Appendix.
Let us determine the asymptotic form of
a ( k, k 0 ) for large k. It is easily shown that, up
to terms which decrease as k- 1, the function
a (k, k 0 ) has the form
(5)

where the Si are the roots of the equation
1 - 4L (s)!Y3 =

o,

(6)

with
L (s)

=

_2 sin (ns /.6) .
s cos (ns 1 2)

(7)

The summation in (5) goes over all roots of Eq. (6)
which lie in the strip I Re s I < 1.

To prove formula (5), we must substitute it in
Eq. (3) and use the fact that for large k the integral is essentially determined by the region of
large k'.
It can be shown that Eq. (6) has two roots in the
strip IRe s I < 1:

s = ± iso, so

~

I.

Except for terms which decrease as k- 1, the
asymptotic form of a ( k, k 0 ) is therefore of the
following form:*
a (k, ko) ~ A1 (k 0) kis,

+ A2 (ko)

k-is,.

(8)

We can also compute the next term in the asymptotic expression for a ( k, k 0 ). For this purpose
we must separate the integral in Eq. (3) into two
parts, one of which includes the region of large
k' and the other, the region of small k'. For
large k the integral over the region of small k'
and the free term decrease as canst· k - 1• However, the asymptotic form of a ( k, k 0 ) cannot contain such terms, for their substitution in the integral in Eq. (3) would lead to the appearance of
terms in the asymptotic expression which decrease
as canst • k- 1 In k for large k. t Therefore, the
terms proportional to k- 1 coming from the free
term of Eq. (3) and from the integral over the
region of small k', and similar terms coming
from the integral over the region of large k', must
sum out to zero. Thus, except for terms which
decrease faster than k- 1, only the integral over
the region of large k' gives a contribution to the
asymptotic form of a ( k, k 0 ). It is easily shown
that, with this accuracy, the asymptotic expression
for a ( k, k 0 ) is
a (k, k0 )

=

A1 (k 0 )

(jJ

(k,

S0 )

+ A2 (ko) (jJ (k,

-so),

(9)

where
(jJ

B (s 0 ) =

(k, s 0 ) = kis, [I

20(JV3 [I

+ B (s )jk],

- 4L (is 0

0

-

I )JV3J.

(10)
(11)

In principle, one of the two arbitrary constants
A 1( k 0 ) and A2 ( k 0 ) is determined by the other when
this solution is joined to the solution in the region
of small k. Thus it is already clear from the form
of the asymptotic expression for a ( k, k 0 ) that the
solution of (3) depends on a single arbitrary parameter. The asymptotic expression for
k, k 0 ), the

a(

*Since a(k, k,) does not vanish as k-+ oo, the derivation of
the equation for XE(k) given in reference 1 is not very convincing. Nevertheless, these equations are correct.'
tThe absence of terms of the form k- 1 Ink in the asymptotic
expression for a(k, k0 ) can be rigorously shown with the help
of the formulas derived in the Appendix.
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solution of the homogeneous equation corresponding
to (3), is evidently of the same form.
The asymptotic form of a ( k, k 0 ) for large k
determines the behavior of the function UE(p 1)
for small p 1. Then we have for p 23 "' r 0 and
ro« Pt « (jEj-1/2, a-1, k()t)

X

'[d1-·
sin~ (1 +d2P1) +da cos!;
I
-(l+d4PI),
P1

(12)

P1

where ~ = s 0 In ( p1-fTET) and cp 0( p 23 ) is the deuteron wave function. The constants d 1, d 2, d 3, and
d4 are functions of A1 and A2.
In the following we shall require the leading
term in the asymptotic expression for the wave
function in the region
'o~ P2a~(JEJ-'f,,

'o~Pl ~

To compute this term, we must substitute the
main term of (12) in the integral of the equation
which determines the wave function of the system
in terms of the Green's function and use the fact
that the principal contribution to the integral comes
from the region where all three particles are close
to one another. The calculation shows that in this
region the wave function is proportional to the
expression
lfE (@23• @I) ~ (di (ko) sin

(14)

Condition (14) determines uniquely the arbitrary
constant in the solution to Eq. (3). Indeed, it follows from (14) that for k - oo

1 + da (ko) COS r1

Q ( @23• @I),

(13)

where

For a given function aE 0(k), Eq. (15) can be satisfied only with a definite value of the arbitrary
constant entering in the solution to Eq. (3). If the
binding energy of tritium E 0 is known, we can find
the function aE 0 (k) from the solution of the homogeneous equation corresponding to Eq. (3) for
E = E 0•

Let us prove Eq. (14). The wave functions
WE (P23• Pt) and WE 0 (P23• Pt) are orthogonal, i.e.,

~ 1fE

(@23• @1) 1fE, (@23• fir) d3p2a d3fi1

f (x)

=

So [
sh-z
:n:- .<l.v ( x) I ,

A

v (x)

(E=

Eo)~ 1fE

(16)

R6 ~ dQ [ 1fe, (P2a• P1) a~ 1fE (fi2a• P1)

a~ 'I' E, (@23• @1)

ll

(17)

R.-.Q'

the integration in (17) goes over the angles in the
six-dimensional space formed by the vectors
( p 23 , .../ 4/3 Pt). Substituting the expression (13)
for the wave functions in (17), we find that the
right hand side of (17) does not depend on R for
small R and is proportional to the expression

2

In order to select the correct solution from the
set of solutions to Eq. (3), we may avail ourselves
of the assertion, which will be proved below, that
the wave functions for different energies are proportional to each other if p 1 and p 23 are small.
In particular, the wave functions of the continuous
spectrum WE ( p 23 , p 1 ) must be proportional to the
wave function of tritium ..YEo ( p 23 , Pt):

0.

(@23• @1) 1fE, (fi2S• fil) d 3P2a d 3Pr

-· x
=arc cos 4/3
413 +x"'

2. CHOICE OF SOLUTION

*sh • sinh.

=

This integral can be written in the form of a sum
of an integral over the region R < R 0, where R 2
= P~3 + (%)pi, and an integral over the remaining
portion of space. We shall assume here that R 0
and the range of the forces r 0 both go to zero in
such a way that r 0 « R 0 • Then the integral over
the region R < R 0 will go to zero. The other integral can be transformed into an integral over
the surface R = R 0 with the help of the Schrodinger equation:

- 1f£(@23• fir)

where Pt2• P23• and p 13 are the distances between
the particles and p 1, p 2, and p 3 denote the distance
of a given particle from the center of mass of the
two others. The function f (x) is equal to*

(15)

a (k, k0) = C (E) aE, (k).

a- 1 , k0 1).

(/Et'l•, a-1, k()r).
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(18)

where n23 and n1 satisfy the relation ni 3 + (% ) n~ = 1.
We see* that the right-hand side of (17) goes to
zero for R - 0 only if
dr (ko) da (Er) - da (ko) dr (E 0)

= 0,

(19)

*If one attempts to verify the orthogonality condition for the
wave function with the help of formula (12) of reference 1, it
may appear that all solutions of the equation of Skomyakov and
Ter-Martirosyan are orthogonal to each other. However, this
result is the consequence of an illegitimate interchange of the
orders of integration. The correct procedure leads to a formula
which agrees with formula (18) of our paper.
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i.e., if the wave functions 'liE (p 2a, p 1 ) and
'11E 0( p 23 , p 1 ) are proportional to each other.

Equation (25) can be used for the determination of

w ( k, k 0 ), since it does no longer contain any non-

3. WAVE EQUATION FOR A SYSTEM OF THREE
PARTICLES WITH A UNIQUE SOLUTION
We shall show now how one obtains an integral
equation by which a ( k, k 0 ) is determined uniquely.
Let us introduce the function
ro (k, ko)

(k, k0 )

=a

a(

(20)

C (E) aE, (k),

-

decreasing solutions.
Let us now determine the constant C (E). For
this purpose we multiply both sides of (25) by
k, ko) k 2 ( k 2 - k~ - io) -l' where a (k, ko) is the
solution of the homogeneous equation corresponding
to Eq. (3), and integrate over k from zero to infinity:
_l_

which, according to our earlier discussion, has the
property
kw (k, k0)

-+

0

for k---+

8 'ih (k)
'

+ ct

f

=

00

(k)

E

+.3_\

L (k k') k' 2
E

1t .)
0

'

i6

k'2- k2 -

3 C (£) aE, (k)
lk) +a.

ko) k2 dk

00

L

1t

(k k') k' 2
E

'

'

0

'

r

0)

.)

(k') dk'.

a

k'2 - k2 - iCJ E,

,\
0

(23)

0

It has been shown in Sec. 1 that Eq. (22) has an
infinite number of solutions. We must find that
solution which satisfies condition (21). It will be
evident from the following discussion that the condition that Eq. (22) have such a solution determines
the constant C ( E ) uniquely.
It follows from (22) that for k - oo
00

ro(k k)~~{l
'

o

+_3.._\

Ul(k',ko)k'Z
k' 2 - k2 -i6

n .)

V3k

0

0

k2
X \' a (k') lo
~ E,
k' 2 - k2 -i6

dk'+_3_C(E)
n

00

0

4 (Eo+ a.•) I 3
k' 2 -4(£0 +a.2}/3

0

Jdk' •

(24)

[L (k k')-L

i()

f

LE

(25)

(k ko)]dk'
E

(k, ko) - {-

'

'

~:E:k~~ ~)
...,

ae,(k') k'•

k' 2

-

k2 0

i6

L (k k') dk'·
E

= _ 2C (E) \

n

.)

0

'

'

k2

oo

~ (ko)

'

0

where
q>E (k) = ~ (ko)
+~
~t 0~

E

a (k) [
E,

dk

k~- i6

2

2

k - k0 -

__

dk- 0.

i6

(27)

00

C(E)\ [ 3

.)

0

a

E,

00

(k)

2

I

8rk (k)+a. -"'it.)
0

0

L (k k') k' 2
E

,

k'2-k2-i&aE,

(k') dk']

0

(28)
From formula (28) we can obtain a relation between C ( E ) and the coefficients A1( k 0 ) , A~ (k 0 ),
A1(E 0 ), and A2(E 0 ) in the asymptotic form (9)
for
k, k 0 ) and a Eo ( k):
3n £i'(k 0 , k 0} =

2ct

sh (nso I 6) [A (E ) A (k )
1
0
2
ds0 s0 ch (ns0 /2)
o

2C (E) ..!!.__

(29)

Formulas (25) and (28) therefore give the solution to our problem.

4. EQUATIONS INCLUDING SPIN AND ISOSPIN
OF THE PARTICLES

00

0

0

a(k, ko) k2

From (22) and (27) we obtain the equation for
the determination of C ( E ) :

Hi

+ ct)= qJE(k)

1t

k2 -

a(

does not contain terms which decrease as k- 1• The
right-hand side of (24) must therefore be equal to
zero. It follows from (22) and (24) that w ( k, k 0 )
satisfies the equation

+ _3.._\~ Ul(k',ko)k'•
k'2 - k2-

f E (k)

.)

fE(k(a (k, ko) k 2

On the other hand, the- asymptotic form of w ( k, k 0 )

fro (k, k0) I (rk, (k)

f

Since w ( k, k 0 ) vanishes for large k while a(k, ko)
is bounded, we can change the order of integration
in the second term on the right-hand side of (26),
which evidently leads to

(22)

w·(k' k )dk'

0
+_3_ \

=

k~- i6)

(26)

0

+ LE (k, k

- 8 i1t

=

a(k,

(21)

oo.

where

f E (k)

Ul (k, ko)

0

The function w ( k, k 0 ) satisfies the equation
~ Ul(k, ko)

f

8 .J !ih,(k) +a.) (k 2 -

o

k2 _ k2- i6
0

_

4 (Eo+ et 2} /3
4 (E0
et2 } /3

k1 -

+

1

The preceding discussion is immediately generalized to the case of particles with spin and isotopic spin. We shall give only the results of the
investigation of the equations of Skornyakov and
Ter-Martirosyan, since all calculations are trivial generalizations of the corresponding calculations for a system of spinless particles.
To determine the wave function in the case of

dk. -..,...,--..-*ch =cosh; sh =sinh.

*
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real nucleons, we must, according to reference 1,
solve the following system of equations for the
two quantities a 1 ( k, k 0 ) and a 2 ( k, k 0 ):
[r~t, (k) b1i - R1i] ai (k, k0)

k 2 -k~-ib
2 ~

=

L E (k, ko) '11 1

+ ---;:;- ~

L

k' 2

£_ k~ _

(30)

ib Mifai ((k, k0) dk',

0

I)

where

where
cpU>(k)

=

~· (ko) L (k, ko) _

E

k~

(35)

-Ls (k, ko)] Mtjffij (k', ko) dfl'.

(k k')

=

f- (£

+ex~),

'
00

at

where E is the energy of the system,
is the
binding energy of the deuteron, and Ql~ is the energy of the virtual singlet state of the deuteron;

['Ck, (k). bii- R,) bi (k)
k2 - k2 - ib

E

+ y._c
(£) \
n
~
0

0

L (k k' k'

s

l

·

k'2 _ k2 _
0

2

ib

M-·b·(k') dk'

''

1

•

(36)

Summation over repeated indices is understood in
formula (30) and all following formulas.
The wave function of the system in the bound
state of the three particles is determined by the
quantities b 1 (k) and b 2 (k), which satisfy the
equations (31) without the free term for E = E 0,
where E 0 is the energy of the bound state of the
three particles.
Just as in the case of spinless particles, we
can show that the equations (30) have a non-unique
solution. For large k the asymptotic forms of
aj ( k, k 0 ) and bj ( k, k 0 ) and the asymptotic form
of the solution aj ( k, ko) of the homogeneous
equations corresponding to the equations (30) are
determined by a formula which is analogous to
(9) with the same s 0, and we have, up to terms
which vanish as k - oo ,
a1 (k, ko)

=

(31)

C (E) bi (k, ko).

(32)

By the method discussed in Sec. 3 we can transform the system (30) to a system which has a
unique solution. For this purpose let us introduce
the function
ffit (k, ko)

=

ai (k, ko) -

C (E) bi (k),

(33)

which has the property that
kffit (k, ko)

->-

I express my deep gratitude to V. N. Gribov for
suggesting this topic and his constant attention, and
also to A. A. Ansel'm and Yu. V. Petrov for their
interest in this work.
APPENDIX
In order to demonstrate the non-uniqueness of
the solution to Eq. (3), we rewrite it in the following form:
A

As before, it is necessary for the orthogonality of
the wave functions for different energies that
aj ( k, k 0 ) satisfy for large k the condition
ai (k, ko) =

(37)

a 2 (k, ko),

al (k, ko) = a2 (k, ko).

b1 (k, ko) = b2 (k, ko),

The constant C (E) is determined by the equation

0 for k __ ,. x.

(34)

The function Wj ( k, k 0 ) satisfies the equation

a (k, ko) = <I> (k)

+ ~ 1( (k, k') a (k', ko) dk'

00

+~K (k, k')

(A.1)

a (k', ko) dk',

A

where K ( k, k' ) and <ll ( k' ) are the kernel and the
free term of (3), and A. is an arbitrary parameter.
We shall assume in the following that
~ ~ (ko,

YfEI,

ex).

To prove the non-uniqueness of the solution to
(A.1), it is sufficient to show that the solution to
(A.1) for k > A. can be expressed in terms of the
value of a (k, k 0 ) for k < A.:
A

a (k, ko)

=

~ /(1 (k, k') a (k', ko) dk'
o

+ <l>1 (k) + Op (k, ko),
(A.2)
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where the kernel K 1(k, k') and the function <I> 1 (k)
can be computed in principle, C is an arbitrary
constant, and qJ ( k, k 0 ) is some solution of the
homogeneous equation:
00

(jl

~ K (k, k')

(k, ko) =

(jl

(k', ko) dk'.

The contour in formula (A.9) is supposed to pass
possible poles of the function
s ) on the left.
To obtain an equation for
s), we multiply
both sides of (A. 7) by ys-i and integrate from
one to infinity. Then

a(

a(

(A.3)

ioo

- ( )

),

a s

Indeed, substituting (A.2) in the second integral on
the right-hand side of (A.l), we obtain an integral
equation for a ( k, k 0 ) for k < A.. The limits of integration in this equation are finite, and the equation is therefore known to have a solution. We
conclude that there exists a solution to (A.l) which
depends on a single arbitrary parameter, if Eq.
(A.2) is satisfied.
Let us prove formula (A.2). We rewrite (A.l)
in the following form:
00

a (k, k 0)

=

+ ~ .-1 (k, k') a (k', ko) dk'

<1> 2 (k)

;;;
= ""'- (s)

1

4

+ 2ni V3 \)

where L ( s) is determined by formula (7) and
<I> A. ( s ) is the sum of the first two terms on the
right-hand side of (A. 7) integrated in the indicated
manner. Equation (A.lO) is valid for Res-- 0.
The function
s) must go to zero as I Im s I - 00 •
Otherwise the integral (A.9) has no meaning.
The solution to (A.lO) can be readily obtained
by known methods. It turns out that the homogeneous equation corresponding to (A.lO) has a
decreasing solution. It can be conveniently written in the form

a(

Go (s)

00

(A.4)

K 0 (k, k') a (k', k 0) dk',

ioo

!- d2
s +s

exp (z~
Jtt

x (s) = _! -d

.-1 (k, k') = K (k, k') - Ko (k, k'),
'

Ko (k, k)

4

1

= nV:f k' In

k2
k2

+ k'k' + kk'
+
kk'

(A.5)

2

2 _

(A.6)

For large k and k' the kernel 6. ( k, k' ) goes to
zero faster than K ( k, k' ) .
For convenience, let us replace the variables
k and k' by y = A. - 1 k and y' = A. - 1 k'. Then (A.4)
takes the form
co

a (y) =

=

0

),

where <I> 2 (k) is the sum of the two first terms on
the right-hand side of (A.l),

<I>), (y) + ~ ,1,._ (y, y') a (y') dy'
00

4

+ n"V:f

I 1

y•

+ y' + yy'
2

,

,

)!Tin Y2 +y'"-yy' a(y)dy.

(A.7)

(A.lO)

-ioo

)..

+~

a

L (s') (s') ds'
s'- s
'

2

2

s2

+ s~

\

)
--ioo

In x (s')

s - s'

ds')

. '

[1- V3~L (s)J,

(A.ll)

where the quantity s 0 is defined in Sec. 1 and d is
an arbitrary parameter satisfying the condition
I Re d I > 1. It can be shown that in this case the
expression (A.ll) is independent of d.
The function K ( s) is analytic in the strip
I Re s I < 1. The branch of the logarithm in (A.ll)
is chosen in such a way that log K ( s) - 0 in this
strip when I Im s I - oo • The general solution of
(A.lO) is written in the form of a sum of some
particular solution of the inhomogeneous equation
and the function ao( s) multiplied by an arbitrary
constant:

- ( ) _ c-a (s) -., a
(s)
--.

a s -

0

0

2nt

i~oo
.

-too

(j)), (s') ds'
-------:-=------~
(s'- s) (s'- d) a0 (s') [1- 4L (s') I V3J

(A.12)

1

The functions <I> A. ( y) and 6.71. ( y, y' ) go to zero as
A.-oo.

In solving (A. 7) we shall regard the first two
terms of this equation as being responsible for
the non-uniqueness. For the solution we make
use of the Mellin transform. Let us introduce
the function
00

G(s)

=

~ ys-Ial (y) dy,

(A.8)

where a 1 (y) = 0 for y < 1 and a 1 (y) =a (y) for
y > 1. Then

It is easily verified that a change in the parameter
d leads to a redefinition of the constant C.
Let us apply the inverse Mellin transformation
to (A.12). Instead of (A.7), we obtain then
00

a (y) = u (y) +<I>~ (y)

+ ~ .-1~ (y,

y') a (y') dy',

(A.13)

where u ( y) is the solution of (A. 7) with 6.71. ( y, y' )
= 0, and <I>~(y) and 6.~(y, y') are certain known
functions with the property
00

~I .-1~ (y, y') Idy'

---+

o

(A.14)

ioo

a1 (y)

=iii ~ y-sa(s) ds.
--ioo

(A. 9)

for A.- oo . Since, moreover, the functions u ( y)
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and .P~(y) are bounded, Eq. (A.13) can, in principle, be solved by the method of iterative approximations. This leads to formula (A.2). Since u (y)
contains an arbitrary constant, the solution of Eq.
(A.13) will, obviously, also contain an arbitrary
constant.
The asymptotic form of a ( k k 0 ) can be obtained from Eq. (A.13). The resulting expression
is in agreement with formula (9).
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